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06. Can co-workers be compelled to act as witnesses?
What legal protections do employees have when
acting as witnesses in an investigation?

Australia
Author: Joydeep Hor , Kirryn West James , Chris Oliver

Co-workers can be interviewed as part of an investigation where they are witnesses to a complaint.  If the
employee refuses to attend the interview or is generally not cooperating with the investigation, the reasons
for this will need to be considered carefully by the employer. Employers should consider whether there can
be any amendments made to the interview process to accommodate the employee. However, an employer
can make a reasonable and lawful direction to an employee to attend an interview. If an employee fails to
comply with a lawful and reasonable direction, then it may constitute grounds for disciplinary action.  

Witnesses who are employees are entitled to the legal protections that ordinarily attach to their
employment, including not being bullied, discriminated against, or harassed and having their health and
safety protected. Employers should also ensure that witnesses are not victimised as a result of participating
in the investigation and that confidentiality is maintained.
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Germany
Author: Hendrik Bockenheimer , Susanne Walzer , Musa Müjdeci

Since there is no mandatory law (yet) that provides a framework for workplace investigation interviews,
there are also no special protective regulations for employees acting as witnesses.

Employees have a contractual duty to participate in interviews – be it as a suspect or as a witness – as part
of workplace investigations. The employee must provide truthful information based on his duty of loyalty if:

the questions relate to his area of work;
the employer has an interest worthy of protection in obtaining the information; and
the requested information does not represent an excessive burden for the employee.
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Whether such a burden can be assumed when the employee must make statements by which he may
incriminate himself is disputed in German case law and legal literature. The German Federal Labour Court
has not yet decided on this question. Since an internal workplace investigation interview is an interview
under private law and not under criminal law, there are, in our view, good arguments that the employee
must also make a true statement even if he incriminates himself, provided his area of work is concerned.
However, some labour courts assume that in these cases such a statement could not be used in criminal
proceedings.
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Singapore
Author: Jonathan Yuen , Doreen Chia , Tan Ting Ting

Singapore law does not impose any statutory or legal obligation on an employee to act as a witness in the
investigation. Accordingly, an employer does not have the power to compel its employees to act as
witnesses in an investigation.

Notwithstanding this, an employer may require an employee to assist in investigations pursuant to specific
contractual obligations in the employee’s terms of employment (as may be contained in the employment
contract, employee handbook or the employer’s internal policies and procedures in dealing with the
investigations, etc). Further, a request for an employee to provide evidence of an event that he or she
knows of may reasonably be deemed to be a lawful and reasonable directive from an employer.

Consequently, an employee’s refusal to act as a witness may amount to an act of insubordination that may
attract disciplinary action by the employer.

Employers requiring employees to act as witnesses in an investigation must ensure that they comply with
the expectations and norms set out by the Tripartite Guidelines on Fair Employment Practices and the
TAFEP Grievance Handling Handbook.
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Switzerland
Author: Laura Widmer , Sandra Schaffner

Due to the employee's duty of loyalty towards the employer and the employer's right to give instructions to
its employees, employees generally must take part in an ongoing investigation and comply with any
summons for questioning if the employer demands this (article 321d, Swiss Code of Obligations). If the
employees refuse to participate, they generally are in breach of their statutory duties, which may lead to
measures such as a termination of employment.

The question of whether employees may refuse to testify if they would have to incriminate themselves is
disputed in legal doctrine.[1] However, according to legal doctrine, a right to refuse to testify exists if
criminal conduct regarding the questioned employee or a relative (article 168 et seq, Swiss Criminal
Procedure Code) is involved, and it cannot be ruled out that the investigation documentation may later end
up with the prosecuting authorities (ie, where employees have a right to refuse to testify in criminal
proceedings, they cannot be forced to incriminate themselves by answering questions in an internal
investigation).[2]
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[1] Nicolas Facincani/Reto Sutter, Interne Untersuchungen: Rechte und Pflichten von Arbeitgebern und
Angestellten, published on hrtoday.ch, last visited on 17 June 2022.

[2] Same opinion: Nicolas Facincani/Reto Sutter, Interne Untersuchungen: Rechte und Pflichten von
Arbeitgebern und Angestellten, published on hrtoday.ch, last visited on 17 June 2022.
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